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In tough times, insurer has its sights on the right things 

Hopeful souls are trying to find reason for optimism amid last week's raft of gloomy economic reports. 

So here's a little light that has nothing to do with the overall economy and everything to do with running a good 
business. 

Gregory & Appel Insurance turns 125 this year. To celebrate, it's giving away $500 each to 125 charities with the 
idea that spreading a little wealth can help a wider segment of our city. 

Some might say the agency could do more good by giving all $62,500 to one organization, but there's wisdom in 
planting a lot of seeds. 

"It may not make a huge material difference for any one group," said Dan Appel, the agency's president and 
fifth-generation member of a founding family. "Perhaps it will create some leadership for others." 

Gregory & Appel has tripled its revenue (being private, it won't reveal its revenue total) and doubled the number 
of people it employs to 105. 

It's able to think long-term, which is why it bought and renovated an old car factory on Capitol Avenue. It's not 
only Gregory & Appel's headquarters, but the rest is fully leased. 

But as the economy spiraled downward, the full-line insurance agency readjusted its corporate goals and 
thought a little more short-term. 

"Our goal at the beginning of the year was to not have any employee reductions due to economic issues," Appel 
said. 

So far, so good -- no employees cut and a small profit so far this year. 

"We're not where we wanted to be when we looked ahead last July," Appel said, "but we're better off than we 
thought we'd be in January." 

Gregory & Appel's ownership is spread across about 20 employees. 

It's not the only example of employee ownership here. 

Two weeks ago, AIT Laboratories announced its employee stock ownership plan. That gave all 315 employees 
a piece of ownership and incentive to make the company profitable. 

These are examples worth considering after a week of reports that showed the economy is not improving. 

And here is another: Gregory & Appel is cleverly coordinating its charitable giving with rolling out a new Web 
site. Charities that want to make the short application for a donation can check out www.gregoryappel .com. 

Instead of spending the money on a blowout party, Gregory & Appel will give it away. It will help 125 local 
charities and spare itself the worry over an invitation list. 

That's good business. 


